
ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY DESIGN  
WITH A STRONG EMPHASIS ON LINE AND FORM



KEY BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

 A contemporary style with square profiles accentuating line and form.

 The freedom to include larger sliding, stacking and bi-fold door configurations.

 Improved weather protection possible using NALCO’s patented connection systems.
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Discerning homeowners want a home that is special, 
unique to them and differs from conventional houses. 
The 41Architectural™ suite enables designers 
creative flair to explore more design options by 
challenging conventional joinery limitations to create 
something special for homeowners.

41Architectural™ suite shares the same 
contemporary design and high weather performance 
as the popular thermally broken AllSeasons™ suite. 
The suite design features square profile frames, 
internal panels and flush sashes which combine to 
accentuate the simplicity of line and form. This style 
helps complement most architectural designs by 
allowing designers more freedom. 

41Architectural™ provides strength and performance 
in both residential and commercial applications. This 
offers greater design freedom with the ability to create 
larger windows and doors for your home or building.

ENHANCED WEATHER PROTECTION

It is important that the joinery not only looks good  
but contributes to protecting the building from  
the elements.

41Architectural™ is manufactured using NALCO’s 
patented connection system, to give you more  
secure weathertight joinery. NALCO’s unique 
patented connector systems are considered by many 
in the New Zealand building industry as the most 
innovative available. Whilst these systems are unseen 
by the homeowner they provide peace of mind that 
their asset is secure and will be well protected for 
years to come.

The 41Architectural™  
suite is perfect for 
architecturally designed 
homes and commercial 
projects where visual 
flair and functionality 
are a priority. 
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PERFORMANCE
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IMPROVED DRAINAGE

41Architectural™ window frames have 
been designed to drain away excess water 
caused by condensation or errant water. 
The moisture is drained through channels 
in the joinery and outside your home.

NO DRILLING TO LET IN WATER

This unique connector system fixes the 
mullions, transoms and interlockers securely 
into the frame without using screws. There’s 
no drilling required, so there are no holes for 
water to leak through.

STRONGER JOINERY

41Architectural™ uses NALCO’s patented 
Screwless Crimped Corner Connectors to 
keep the mitre joints tight and strong. The 
Connectors also provide controlled paths 
to drain errant water away.

MORE SECURE DOOR PANELS

Specially designed Torsional Corner Blocks 
are inserted into the door panel stiles. This 
makes the door stronger while still being 
light and easy to open and close.

STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

High structural integrity allows 41Architectural™ 
to perform well in high use and exposed 
environments. This is helpful for many residential 
and commercial projects. The 41Architectural™ 
suite has a deeper frame profile size which 
provides a 41mm glazing pocket allowing up to 
30mm double glazed units to be incorporated 
into frames. This wider glazing capability 
contributes to greater strength than standard 
residential joinery and enables larger panels to be 
designed into buildings.

Hinged Doors and Bi-fold Doors have been 
designed using 50mm panel systems to provide 
more strength and allow larger configuration 
designs. Deeper panels, whilst offering more 
strength, do not restrict or impair the visual 
performance when doors are closed.

Sliding and Stacking Doors run on external track 
systems which improves weather protection for 
homeowners. The deep sliding panels also allow 
large panels to run freely in combinations of 2, 3 
or 4 panels.

The deeper frame and panel widths make the 
suite less vulnerable to deflection in extreme wind 
conditions than conventional residential suites 
and increase the durability of the product when 
used in high use or commercial environments like 
schools or public places.

SUPERIOR WEATHER PROTECTION

We appreciate that you want your home to be free of potentially damaging leaks around your 
windows and doors.

41Architectural™ keeps water where it should be – outside your home. It achieves this 
through a combination of smart drainage design and clever jointing of joinery.

www.nulook.co.nz 
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AWNING & CASEMENT WINDOWS

KEY BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

 A practical solution for controlling fresh air flow whilst,  
providing protection from passing showers.

 Adds a flexible design element to buildings.
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41Architectural™ suite Awning and Casement Windows are a reliable 
and practical solution for residential or commercial settings. They provide 
easy opening and ventilation with a measure of protection from passing 
showers. Good ventilation including passive ventilation options help 
reduce condensation and assist with moisture control to create a healthy 
home environment.

Concealed condensation drainage ensures that even in the most humid 
conditions moisture can exit safely.

Awning and Casement Windows offer different forms of protection from 
the elements. The direction of the prevailing wind, protection by soffits or 
overhangs and style of the architecture all have an important part to play 
in deciding which style and configuration suits best.

Group them together or in one of many combinations available. 
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KEY BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

 The external sliding panel improves weather protection.

 Smooth easy operation.

 No obstruction on to walkways so perfect for high traffic areas. 

 Doors don’t slam in the wind.

SLIDING WINDOWS & DOORS
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41Architectural™ Sliding Doors are ideal where wide openings are 
required for access to patios, decks, entrance ways and other outdoor 
spaces. They have become the preferred option by many for the easy 
access they offer and ease of use. Sliding Doors do not slam in the wind 
and come in a wide range of configurations to offer a safe and flexible 
design for any home or commercial setting.

Sliding Windows are ideal for high flow traffic areas where a sash or 
casement window could encroach onto a busy walkway. They allow 
you to control ventilation offering wide or narrow opening positions and 
maintain the internal comfort levels required. Sliding Windows reduce the 
need to reach when positioned over a kitchen bench it makes them more 
manageable for the user.

Very large double glazed doors are increasingly common in architecturally 
designed homes and commercial buildings. 41Architectural™ external 
moving panel designs run smoothly allowing the user less resistance 
when sliding the panels than conventional designs. The external 
sliding panel designs inherently provide greater weather protection to 
homeowners making them ideal in areas where very high winds occur.
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STACKER WINDOWS & DOORS

KEY BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

 The two-piece Stacker Door frame design means you can add 
3 or 4 sliding panels.

 Ideal when wide openings are preferred for access to patios,   
 decks and outdoor spaces.
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41 Architectural™ suite Stacker Doors and Multi Stacker Doors offer 
the option of 2, 3 or more sliding panels in the same direction to create 
very wide openings. These can be incorporated into bi-parting designs 
creating 4 or 6 moving panel designs. Frequently used in entertainment 
areas to provide open space between indoor and outdoor areas.

The 41 Architectural™ Stacker Doors offer many of the same benefits as 
Sliding Doors, including easy operation, simple sliding mechanism and 
the ability to control internal climate and comfort levels by leaving doors 
partially open.
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KEY BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

 French Doors offer a classic traditional style.

 Multiple door and sidelight or overlight configuration’s available.

 50mm deep panels provide greater panel strength.

HINGED & FRENCH DOORS
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Hinged and French Doors are popular because they offer a classic 
traditional style and simple practical operation. 41Architectural™ suite 
Hinged and French Doors suit many settings providing flexible openings 
onto patios, decks and balconies. Hinged Doors offer secure access 
ways to outdoor areas, garages, out-buildings and pathways that 
connect with other buildings.
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KEY BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

 Bi-fold Doors offer uninterrupted access to outdoor areas.

 50mm deep panels offer greater panel strength.

 Incorporate a hinged door panel for easy access.

BI-FOLD WINDOWS & DOORS
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41Architectural™ suite Bi-fold Windows and Doors offer clear sightlines 
so you can enjoy unobstructed views. A variety of configuration options 
are available across the range, allowing for flexibility in design and 
operation to suit any residential and commercial situation. Our easy 
gliding mechanisms make them easy to use. 

Bi-fold Door configurations provide a strong vertical design element 
to the building. When choosing bi-fold door configurations consider 
providing a hinged access door as part of the configuration to enable 
fast easy access. You can do this easily by avoiding even numbers of 
linked panels. For example 3+1 configuration is a better combination 
generally than 2+2 or 4+0.

Generally Bi-fold Doors are also less suited to exposed sites in very high 
wind zone regions.
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Your Local Licensee:

Call now for a free quote.
0508 800 755
www.nulook.co.nz

STANDARDS

Nulook Windows and Doors are tested in an Internationally 
Accredited New Zealand laboratory, using an independent 
testing engineer and comply with the New Zealand 
Standards – NZS4211:1985 Specification for Performance 
of Windows and NZS3504:1979 Specification for  
Aluminium Windows. 

DURABILITY

All Nulook products comply with the 15 year durability 
requirement of the Building Act 1991 B2.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE

Nulook products are tested in accordance with  
New Zealand industry standards.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

We recommend washing your aluminium joinery every six 
months with a mild detergent in warm water to remove 
accumulated dirt, grime and airborne salt deposits. In areas 
where pollutants are more prevalent such as beach houses 
and geothermal or industrial areas, cleaning more regularly  
is recommended.

WARRANTY

All Nulook Windows and Doors are backed  
by a minimum five year factory warranty.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

 We will respond to your inquiry with constructive and 
practical advice.

 We will make sure that you understand all aspects  
of our quotation and clearly explain how we will fulfill  
your requirements. 

 We will keep you informed on the progress of any 
business you entrust to us.

 We will ensure that your order is completed and  
delivered on time. 

 Our commitment will not end until we are sure you  
are satisfied with our work.

For more information on Nulook products and services,  
call your local Nulook fabricator or Freephone 0508 800 755 
or email info@nulook.co.nz

NULOOK  
QUALITY ASSURANCE


